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Margreet Beemsterboer’s Sampler of Motifs from Marken 
Described by Margreet Beemsterboer 

 
 
 
 
 
First, some Dutch words for you: 
vernaaide lint is a single band  
vernaaide linten is the plural  
legger is a diagonal strip dividing the vernaaide lint 
bon (plural bonnen) is the triangle between leggers                     
hoed is the (sort of) chevron between leggers 
Spaansjes are little running-stitch squares         
 

 

 
1 In this vernaaide lint  the leggers are named sparrenlegger because they have a pattern of corn ears.  

The three little crosses represent the Holy Trinity. 

2 Here there are no concrete leggers. However, the design gives the impression of there being leggers.  

The woman who stitched this vernaaide lint must have been very creative. She obviously did not want to 
use the leggers in the traditional way. Also in the different spaces that should be bonnen she took the 
liberty of adjusting a new motif even though it passed the space of the bon. Clearly a woman with a mind of 
her own! 

3 Rather strong wide leggers with stairs in the middle. In the bonnen and next to the stars are little black 
crosses - one simple but strong motif. 

4 This vernaaide lint is rather wide and because of that we know it is from a later date. In the late 19th 
century the Marker women made their vernaaide linten wider but shorter. No clear leggers  can be seen in 
this vernaaide lint  but the division is as in the older vernaaide linten. 

The birds (crows?) with their clapping wings are really standing up to each other. The lady who 
embroidered this vernaaide lint  probably did not yield to anybody! 

5 Again a vernaaide lint with strong leggers. In the hoed space there is a big pot with flowers. The 
embroiderer of this vernaaide lint must have had some feeling for art. She proportioned here motifs well. 

6 This vernaaide lint is called drakenlint which means ribbon with dragons. The dragon is one of the few 
mythical figures that survived in the Marker tradition. More of those indefinable figures can be found in the 
motifs of Amager embroidery. The leggers are not that precise. In the hoed there is a quay on the bottom 
with a bollard/dolphin and fruitful trees on the side. In the middle there is a ship which probably transports 
cattle. The mast has a cross on top, Above the ship there are lanterns. The lady who embroidered this 
vernaaide lint probably had more faith in the ancient stories about the good and watchful dragons who 
knew the waters well. The Marker men had to battle the elements often enough and that is why she must 
have embroidered the lanterns above the ship which carried valuable cargo. Altogether a careful, tender 
embroiderer. 

7 Firm leggers divide two different bonnen. One with two birds looking at each other over a pot of flowers; 
the other with one big flower (rose or violet?) and little white crosses around. It is embroidered in the 
traditional way. 

8 This vernaaide lint has rather simple leggers with stairs and in fact only one bon motif which is simply 
used again top down. This motif in the bon is light and bright with well proportioned pot, flowers and leaves. 
The lady who made this vernaaide lint was probably cheerful and uncomplicated. 

9 Here the motifs seem to be widened. It is very much plausible that this vernaaide lint once was less wide. 
The birds with short legs (ducks?) have very long necks and in the other bon the relative small birds are put 
on some sort of pedestal to look bigger. Enlarging the leggers with little white crosses was easily done. The 
original, less-wide motifs are used on older, longer vernaaide linten, while this pattern is of a more recent 
date when the vernaaide lint were worked shorter and wider. An inventive embroider! 
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10 Attached to the motifs of this band is a frame made out of Spaansjes. Only the early vernaaide linten 
show such frames; one on the left and one on the right of a vernaaide lint. The embroiderer would usually 
work their initials in this frame. 

11 This vernaaide linten is very stylish. Corn in the leggers. In one bon birds, walking on leaves, with an 
ornamental flower in between them; in the other bon, a lovely pot of flowers. The embroiderer must love 
flowers very much to stitch the two hearts next to the white crossed tulip in the pot… or was she just a 
hopeful romantic? 

 

12 Clearly a little more coarse is this next vernaaide lint. Between the leggers with stairs there are crosses, 
stars/flowers, birds and different smaller ornaments to fill up space. Note the two little swans on the bottom 
of one bon. This swan motif is a very old one and dates from the 16th century. I would say this embroiderer 
was unaccomplished. 

13 Again one of the more recent motifs. Next to the leggers smaller and bigger bonnen can be seen. The 
spaces between the leggers have become hoeden. The two birds on each side of the garland seem to be 
busy keeping the garland in place, or may be expressing their good feelings by singing and dancing. More 
crosses and little trees complete this informative vernaaide lint. Probably worked by a lady who has many 
stories to tell… 

14 The two peacocks next to the big flowerpot seem very important. They show their feathers with pride! 
The embroiderer of this vernaaide lint really thought something of herself! 

15 This band is in fact a reflected image of a smaller vernaaide lint. This way a sort of new space is 
created. The Marker women call this way of dividing the spaces in a vernaaide lint: mulle met hoed. Here 
the motif in the mulle is adjusted so there is in fact a top and a bottom. Having a good look at the motif in 
the mulle one can find hearts, flowers with floral ornaments, a (sort of) pot with two birds each on a side. 
The leggers are very strong and show little white crosses only. In the hoed are just geometric motifs which 
show two white crosses; one pointing up and one down as a result of reflecting the motifs. A disciplined 
lady embroidered this vernaaide lint with some creativity, I should say. 

16 A small band with a very ancient motif of a swan. 

Symbols:  
Corn  - prosperity 
Little crosses  - religious 
Birds  - duck  - conjugal fidelity 
  - pigeon  - peace, charity, the Holy Spirit (Matthew 3:16) 
  - goose  - watchfulness, simple/stupid, talkativeness 
  - stork  - bringer of luck 
  - peacock - ostentation, vanity 
  - parrot  - talkativeness, repeat somebody’s words  
  - swan  - companion of Cupid and Venus, symbol of the Lutheran Church, 

  because of its swan-song also symbol for an easy death 
  - falcon  - pride 
  - owl  - wisdom, avarice 
Flowers - rose  - love, beauty,  happiness (Mary – love)  
  - lily  - purity, innocence, virginity (Mary – purity) 
  - violet  - humbleness, meekness, sadness (Mary – meekness) 
  - carnation - maternal love 
  - tulip  - perfect love 
Star  - Christ as shining morning star, guide (the star leading the Wise Men from the East) 
Dragon - good spirit bonded with the element water, watchfulness 
    (in Christianity: serpent/Satan) 
Lantern  - watchfulness, night 
Heart  - love  
Arrow  - often two arrows can be seen:  

  one of gold - love/life; and one of lead - (merciful) death  
Garland - sign of honour, made of flowers: Spring and/or singing and dancing 


